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EXT. TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK CITY - NIGHT

Bright lights and insane traffic. Typical.

There’s a flash of light and a female form falls out of

midair. She hits the sidewalk with a thud.

Pedestrians move around her but offer no help. Typical.

She lifts her head and then stands up. Looks around. A

glittery briefcase lies next to her.

She brushes unseen debris from her bedazzled pantsuit, and

looks good doing it. Typical.

But this is VIOLET ESBENSHADE (27), and she is not typical.

Classy glasses add an air of sophistication, but the way she

smiles at the emotionless New Yorkers that jostle her

betrays an unfazable affability.

She checks a FANCY, FUTURISTIC WATCH on her wrist. There’s a

crack in it.

She dashes down the sidewalk, briefcase in hand.

SIDEWALK

Violet taps another watch-looking-device (not the cracked

one. In fact, her wrists are rather laden with devices) and

a hologram springs to life.

It’s a MAP of New York City. She follows a predesignated

path on the small hologram.

She checks yet another watch. The time pops up: 5:15PM EST.

She grits her teeth and worms her way through the foot

traffic.

VIOLET

Excuse me! ’scuse me, thanks. Love

your purse. Excuse me.

EXT. APARTMENT

Violet pulls up short outside a small apartment building.

She double checks the map and address and verifies this is

the same place. It is.

She straightens her glittered blazer, pats her hair into

place, takes a few big breaths, adds a kind smile, and then

lands a few curt knocks on the door.
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It opens. COREY BECKHAM (25) stands in the doorway in boxers

and a cozy sweater. He blinks. Hungover or prematurely

awoken, it doesn’t really matter.

COREY

Hiya.

Violet draws a breath.

VIOLET

Good afternoon. So sorry for the

delay, I do apologize. Mind if I

come in and we can get this party

started?

Corey’s mid-yawn. He completes a well-practiced full-body

assessment of Violet. Bedazzled, cute, and mentioning a

party?

COREY

Ohmygosh. Yeah. For sure, come on

in.

INT. COREY’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM

Violet assess the small living quarters.

COREY

Sorry, kind of a mess in here.

He picks a couch pillow up from the floor. Fluffs it.

Flashes Violet a nervous smile.

VIOLET

It’s quaint. I can just set up over

here, if that’s okay?

In front of the TV.

COREY

Of course. Whatever’s best for, uh,

for you.

She plops the briefcase on the rickety coffee table and

snaps it open.

COREY (CONT’D)

Gosh, this is, um, wow. So, did

Matt send you?

VIOLET

Beg pardon?
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COREY

Matt? He’s a scoundrel. My best

buddy. This has him all over it.

Or, ends with you all over him, as

he’d put it.

VIOLET

No. Actually, I’m a representative

for Better Times Incorporated. If I

may?

COREY

Yeah, yeah. Am I supposed to

provide anything? Will you need a

chair or anything, or, um, the

bathroom to change?

Violet gives him a funny look and shakes her head no.

He gestures for her to take it away. He sinks into the couch

and watches with anticipation.

Violet snaps open her case and presses a few hidden buttons.

Holograms appear: illustrated charts, tables, and several

articles hover above the briefcase.

COREY (CONT’D)

Oh man. A professor. You guys have

gotten pretty high tech, it’s

great.

She shoots him a look. Then launches into a well-rehearsed

(but still charming) spiel.

VIOLET

Hello everyone, and thank you for

your time this afternoon. I’m

Violet Esbenshade, a representative

for Better Times Incorporated. I

understand everything will appear

rather new and confusing to you at

first - don’t worry, this is

normal. I’ll take questions at the

end. First, a brief history of BTI

and its purpose. BTI was founded in

2650 as a way to utilize mankind’s

vast improvements in the area of

time travel. Yes, ladies and

gentleman, time travel is possible,

but don’t worry - it’s not fully

tested until 2109.

Corey sits, rapt. But he also fidgets. He sheds his sweater

and...and...he’s no Hemsworth, but still.
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Violet stutters to a stop. Distracted by the shirtless guy

or annoyed at the interruption, it’s difficult to tell.

VIOLET (CONT’D)

Sir?

COREY

Just getting comfortable. Go ahead.

VIOLET

BTI noticed that certain decisions

mankind made in the past oftentimes

affected the future rather

negatively. What if there was a way

to reverse global warming or

prevent the common house cat from

going extinct? BTI pioneered time

travel with a purpose, and created

a division of diplomats known as

"Time Ambassadors."

Another cool futuristic chart hovers into view.

VIOLET (CONT’D)

Time Ambassadors - that would be me

- visit the past and those capable

of changing the perceived issues

and give solid evidence that could

call for change. In other words, we

try to convince you that what

you’re doing now, or not doing,

could have drastic impact on your

future, my present.

Corey slow claps. She tries to hide a smile.

VIOLET (CONT’D)

You’re too kind. Now, if we can

turn to the matter at hand. It has

come to BTI’s attention that --

The DOOR BELL RINGS.

COREY

The bastard’s late to his own

party. One sec.

He rushes to the door.
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FRONT DOOR

Corey opens the door. MATT SIMPSON (30), suave beyond belief

in a button-up with rolled sleeves and a loose tie, lowers

his Oakley’s to examine Corey.

COREY

Dude, you’re incredible.

MATT

Why the hell aren’t you dressed?

And yes, true statement, I am

incredible. Why this time?

COREY

I didn’t think you were serious

about it.

MATT

Of course I was serious! Club

Jupiter is gonna rock your socks -

or, boxers - off tonight. Lezzgo.

COREY

No, the stripper.

MATT

The stripper.

COREY

The stripper. The one you got me.

The one that’s in my living room

right now.

MATT

I didn’t get you a -- in your

living room? Right now? Why are we

still standing here?

He barges past Corey.

LIVING ROOM

Violet checks another watch. Next to it, she notices the

cracked one. Rubs her thumb along the crack.

Matt rounds the corner, Corey in tow.

Violet wastes no time and walks forward with hand extended.

VIOLET

Ah, and you must be Mister

Fitzgerald.




